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Parador Vinyl flooring

Art of living 
meets perfor-
mance demand
For us, the art of living is an  
appreciation of beauty and to  
create inspiration out of it at  
any moment in time.

Performance is a permanent  
feature of our life. Day after day, 
we demand performance.  
Delivering daily performance  
requires solid ground beneath  
our feet. 

Parador – living performance.
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Parador Vinyl flooring

Every day quality

Living spaces are an expression of 
our individual attitude to life and of 
our own demands. For us, making 
high demands means having a  
special awareness for quality. 

Parador offers premium products 
for quality living. The quality of 
Parador can be seen in the use of 
high-value, beneficial materials for 
home-living, perfect finishing and 
critical flair for natural impressions 
and stylish design. 



Vinyl flooringParador

Variety of designs
Parador vinyl floors strike a cord by their variety of 
designs, which follow international trends. All decors in 
the Classic and Trendtime assortments are available as 
solid vinyl and as vinyl with an HDF core board.

Renovation-friendly
Due to its overall thickness, particularly in the case of solid 
vinyl, Parador vinyl flooring is also very easy to use for 
renovations. It can be installed quickly and neatly and is 
immediately ready to use.

Made in Germany
Parador places value on products that are produced by 
itself at the company's own site in Germany. Fully in 
keeping with our self-image of ensuring the highest 
possible quality using our own expertise and craftsman-
ship.

Healthy living
Parador vinyl flooring is produced exclusively from 
carefully selected materials that are healthy in the home. 
Quality controls along the entire value creation chain 
guarantee that products are harmless for people and the 
environment.

Home comfort
The elastic surface of vinyl is kind on the joints and 
pleasantly warm to the feet. Noises are insulated resulting 
in pleasant room acoustics. Vinyl floors are easy to clean 
and therefore perfectly suitable for households with 
children and pets.

Robust
The special surface coating on Parador vinyl floors has a 
repellent effect against dirt and bacteria. Various wear 
classes guarantee a durability level to suit the use of the 
space. The support material on vinyl with an HDF core 
board has increased swell protection, meaning that the 
floor can be used anywhere in the home area. Vinyl made 
of solid material does not use any wood at all in its 
product composition and can therefore also be perfectly 
used in damp areas, such as bathrooms, on a suitable 
subfloor. Both product lines are suitable for installation on 
underfloor heating systems.

Intelligent
Secure connections guarantee fitting accuracy and 
stability. Parador vinyl floors are equipped with special 
click connections, which guarantee effortless and safe 
installation as well as a perfect installation pattern.

Performance
Systematic strength

In terms of the development and manufacture of innovative vinyl floors, Parador
consistently caters for the demands of its' customers. Whether they are made of solid 
material or with an HDF core board, Parador vinyl floors are very durable, easy to clean 
and therefore suitable for heavily used living areas and, depending on the wear rating, 
also for commercial use. Parador vinyl flooring impresses with a high benefit level 
based on contemporary technology.
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DOP VY-PARADOR

Certificates

EN 14041:08
The CE mark is mandatory under EU 
law in conjunction with product safety.

Émissions dans l’air intérieur (Class A+)
This national classification in France 
identifies the quality of the indoor air.

eco-INSTITUT 
The award of the conformity mark  
is based on the principles for the 
healthy evaluation of building products 
(AgBB). Like the CE mark, this mark is 
mandatory for floor coverings.

TÜV Rheinland
Parador vinyl flooring earns the TÜV 
test mark due to its perfect product 
quality, product safety, easy to 
understand user documentation, 
verified performance statements, 
handling and application quality as 
well as through the independent 
monitoring of its own production by the 
independent and objective institute TÜV 
Rheinland, Germany.

PEFC™

Products are awarded this trademark if 
they meet the requirements of the 
certification system with regard to the 
documentation and improvement of 
sustainable forestry management in 
terms of economic, ecological and 
social standards.

Tested
Rating »recommended«

Parador is one of the leading brands for high quality floors. To ensure the on-going 
quality of our brand, we also undergo external tests. In this respect our quality  
standard goes beyond the statutory provisions, which is demonstrated by the various 
certifications.
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Vinyl flooringParador

Inspiration for an individualistic 
home-living: unlimited creativity that 
makes Parador vinyl floors so interest-
ing.

Taking international home living trends 
into account, our designers develop 
high quality and authentic decors, 
which create the impression of  
genuine natural materials like wood 
and stone. The decor, the plank look, 
the plank format, the groove design 
and the surface texture: When skilfully 
coordinated, floors emerge that stand 
out by their functionality and aesthe-
tics and give every home living style its 
own format.

Design as an expression 
of individuality
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Variety of designs

Shufflewood wild 
rustic texture 

 
Classic 2030
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Vinyl flooringParador

Authentic texture
The authentic texture is a surface texture synchronous 
with the decor. It picks up on the grain and knots of the 
decor and supports the natural impression in a tangible 
manner. The result is a natural, realistic appearance.

Brushed texture
The brushed texture intensifies the naturally pleasant  
feel of real wood through the effect of a sand-blasted, 
brushed surface.

Wood texture
The surface has a universal wood texture embossing.  
It adds to the impression of real wood in terms of look  
and feel.

Mineral texture
The rough, porous surface creates a pleasant feel like that 
of real stone. It also conveys the character of fine stone 
floors in an optical sense.

Rustic texture
The vintage look of this floor is characterised by clear signs 
of finishing and use. This creates the unmistakable charm 
of old timbers.

Rough-sawn texture
This texture is distinguished by the characteristic surface  
of sawn timber and by the particular used look with saw 
marks.

Stone texture
The surface with its universal embossed texture is based 
on modern stone floors and traces tangible uneven  
patches, just like on real stone.

Genuine beauty not only pleases the eye: the seductively natural surface of Parador vinyl 
floors provides an impressively harmonious experience. 
The material used as a template, be it wood, stone or concrete, tangibly comes into its 
own. In this respect the different textures are embossed sometimes deeper, sometimes 
flatter, but are always tangible and kind to all those who walk on them barefoot, in shoes 
or on four paws: resistant and easy to clean.

Surface textures and groove design
For the complete image



Mineral texture

Authentic texture

Rough-sawn texture

Stone texture

Brushed texture

Rustic texture

Wood texture
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Surface textures and groove design

The characteristic profile of a floor is  
determined by its groove pattern. Vinyl 
floors without a bevel create a calm, self-
contained impression. With bevel, the  
individual planks are emphasised, which 
corresponds to the natural role model of 
wide planks or tiles.

Groove design
An important detail

4-sided bevel
The all-round bevelled long and end edges result in  
a pattern with the charm of a real wood or tile floor,  
as each single plank is emphasised.

Without bevel
In the case of the classic installation, the planks are joined 
together without noticeable gaps. The harmonious pattern 
of the floor generates an overall closed impression.
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Surface textures and groove design

Ornamentic grey  
mineral texture  

 
Trendtime 5.50
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Vinyl flooringParador

Safe-Lock® PRO

Impact noise insulation

Antibacterial

Underfloor heating 

Swell protection 

Vinyl
with HDF core board
Those who value modern flooring design with high comfort in the home or contract 
sector will find in Parador vinyl with an HDF core board a robust floor insulated against 
impact noise, which forgives slight uneven patches in the subfloor.
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Product areas

Low installation height

Comfort-Click

Suitable for damp rooms Antibacterial

Underfloor heating 

Vinyl
made of solid material
Those who love the natural look of wood or stone will find in Parador solid vinyl 
a top class floor that is suitable for damp areas and renovation friendly due to  
its low installation height.
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Vinyl flooringParador

Wear class (commercial): Wear class 31

Wear class (home): Wear class 23

Guarantee (home): 10 years

Parador vinyl flooring opens up a wide 
variety of creative scope in a broad  
spectrum of applications. Because as 
individual as people and their ideas about 
home living are, the range of Parador's 
different floors is equally big.

With vinyl made of solid material and vinyl 
with an HDF core board, there are three 
product lines in each case. They provide 
orientation for discovering the right floor 
for you easily and reliably.

Product lines
Home is where you 
feel comfortable

Those who are price conscious and do not want to forego 
quality will find an impressive selection of attractive vinyl 
floors in the Basic line.

Basic
The entry level  
to Parador quality
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Product lines

Guarantee (commercial): 10 yearsGuarantee (commercial): 10 years

Guarantee (home): LifetimeGuarantee (home): Lifetime

4-sided bevel

Wear class (industrial): Wear class 42Wear class (industrial): Wear class 42

Wear class (commercial): Wear class 33Wear class (commercial): Wear class 33

Wear class (home): Wear class 23Wear class (home): Wear class 23

Impresses everyone for whom the floor is a statement:  
the Trendtime line provides a unique range of formats and 
designs for fashion-conscious furnishing at the highest level.

Uncompromising in quality, classic in design and univer-
sally applicable: the Classic line is made for people with 
clear values.

Trendtime
Contemporary home  
design at the highest level

Classic
Timeless elegance  
for higher demands
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Parador Vinyl flooring

Chateau plank 

HDF core board:
2200 x 216 mm

Oversize tile 

HDF core board:
903 x 395 mm 

Vinyl made 
of solid material: 
904 x 396 mm

Tile

Vinyl made 
of solid material: 
598 x 294 mm

Individual plank 
look

HDF core board:
1207 x 216 mm 

Vinyl made of solid 
material:
1209 x 219 mm

Wide plank

HDF core board:
1207 x 216 mm 

Vinyl made of solid 
material:
1209 x 219 mm

Formats
The rhythm of aesthetics
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Formats

Shufflewood harmony  
rustic texture  

 
Classic 2030
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Parador Vinyl flooring

Vinyl
with HDF  
core board
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Vinyl with HDF core board

Oak Memory natural  
wood texture  

 
Basic 30
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Parador Vinyl flooring

Wide plank / individual plank look (L 1207 x W 216 x H 9.4 mm)

Basic 30
Vinyl with HDF core board

Oak Skyline white
wood texture

1601338

Wild apple bleached
wood texture
 
1442049

Oak Variant natural
brushed texture  
individual plank look
1513430

Oak Studioline sanded
wood texture
 
1601336

Oak pastel-grey
wood texture
 
1513441

Oak natural
wood texture
 
1442047

Oak Memory natural
wood texture
 
1513428

Oak Royal light-limed
wood texture
 
1604831

Oak Studioline antique
wood texture
 
1601337
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Chateau plank (L 2200 x W 216 x H 9.4 mm) 

Oak Royal light-limed
wood texture 

1601347

Oak grey whitewashed 
wood texture 

1601342

Oak natural
wood texture 

1601348
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Parador Vinyl flooring

*Special feature: synchronous surface texture, see page 10

Oak Skyline grey
wood texture 

1601386

Oak Studioline natural
wood texture 

1601385

Oak Royal white limed
brushed texture 

1513465

Oak sanded
wood texture 

1442052

Old wood whitewashed
wood texture 

1513466

Pine white oiled
rough-sawn texture 

1601382

Oak Memory antique
authentic texture* 

1513463

Oak Skyline pearl-grey
wood texture 

1601387

Oak Memory soaped
authentic texture* 

1513462

Classic 2030
Vinyl with HDF core board
Wide plank (L 1207 x W 216 x H 9.6 mm)
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Classic
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Shufflewood wild
rustic texture 

1601383

Boxwood vintage brown
brushed texture 

1513468

Shufflewood harmony
rustic texture 

1601384

 Individual plank look (L 1207 x W 216 x H 9.6 mm)
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Vinyl with HDF core board 

Pine white oiled 
rough-sawn texture 

 
Classic 2030
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Vinyl flooringParador

Mineral grey
mineral texture
4-sided bevel
1602124

Mineral black
mineral texture
4-sided bevel
1602129

Ornamentic grey
mineral texture  
4-sided bevel  
1602123

Ornamentic colour
mineral texture  
4-sided bevel  
1602122

Trendtime 5.30
Vinyl with HDF core board 

Oversize tile (L 903 x W 395 x H 9.6 mm)
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Trendtime
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Oak Skyline pearl-grey
wood texture  
4-sided bevel  
1601394

Oak Studioline antique
wood texture  
4-sided bevel  
1601396

Oak Skyline grey
wood texture
4-sided bevel
1601393

Trendtime 6.30 
Vinyl with HDF core board

Chateau plank (L 2200 x W 216 x H 9.6 mm)
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Parador Vinyl flooring

Vinyl
made of  
solid material
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Vinyl made of solid material

Ornamentic grey  
mineral texture  

 
Trendtime 5.50
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Parador Vinyl flooring

Oak grey whitewashed 
brushed texture 

1590989

Oak Sierra natural 
brushed texture 

1590988

Oak Memory sanded
brushed texture 

1590992

Woodlines
wood texture 
tile
1601350

Oak Memory old oiled 
brushed texture 

1590991

Concrete grey 
stone texture 
tile 
1590995

Slate anthracite  
stone texture 
tile 
1590994

Oak natural
brushed texture 

1601421

Oak Royal light-limed
brushed texture

1601398

Tile (L 598 x W 294 x H 4.3 mm) / wide plank (L 1209 x W 219 x H 4.3 mm)

Basic 4.3
Vinyl made of solid material
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Basic
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Oak Studioline sanded
brushed texture 

1601424

Oak Studioline antique
brushed texture 

1601425

Oak Variant sanded
brushed texture  
individual plank look
1590990

Pine scandinavian white 
brushed texture 

1590993

Oak Skyline white
brushed texture 

1601426

Wide plank / individual plank look (L 1209 x W 219 x H 4.3 mm)
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Vinyl made of solid material

Oak Skyline grey
brushed texture

Classic 2050
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Parador Vinyl flooring

*Special feature: synchronous surface texture, see page 10

Oak Royal white limed
brushed texture

1513564

Pine white oiled
rough-sawn texture

1442057

Oak Studioline natural
brushed texture

1601390

Oak Skyline pearl-grey
brushed texture

1601392

Oak Skyline grey
brushed texture

1601391

Oak Memory soaped
authentic texture*

1513561

Oak sanded
brushed texture

1442063

Old wood whitewashed
brushed texture

1513565

Oak Memory antique
authentic texture*

1513562

Wide plank (L 1209 x W 219 x H 5 mm)

Classic 2050
Vinyl made of solid material
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Classic
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Shufflewood wild
rustic texture 

1601388

Boxwood vintage brown
brushed texture 

1513567

Shufflewood harmony
rustic texture 

1601389

Individual plank look (L 1209 x W 219 x H 5 mm)
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Parador Vinyl flooring
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Ornamentic colour 
mineral texture  
4-sided bevel
1602132

Mineral black
mineral texture  
4-sided bevel
1602136

Mineral grey  
mineral texture
4-sided bevel
1602134

Ornamentic grey
mineral texture  
4-sided bevel
1602133

Oversize tile (L 904 x W 396 x H 5 mm)

Trendtime 5.50
Vinyl made of solid material
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Trendtime
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Mineral grey
mineral texture

Trendtime 5.50
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Parador Vinyl flooring

Assortment at a glance Vinyl with HDF core board Vinyl made of solid material
Basic Classic Trendtime Basic Classic Trendtime

Style Universal Classic, elegant Modern, fashion-conscious, design-oriented Universal Classic, elegant Modern, fashion-conscious, design-oriented

Assortment Basic 30 Classic 2030 Trendtime 5.30 Trendtime 6.30 Basic 4.3 Classic 2050 Trendtime 5.50

Look Decor variety 12 decors 12 decors 4 decors 3 decors 14 decors 12 decors 4 decors

Surfaces 2 textures 5 textures 1 texture 1 texture 3 textures 4 textures 1 texture

Plank look 1 Wide plank
2 Individual plank look
3 Tile
4 Chateau plank
5 Oversize tile

 

Groove 
pattern

All-round bevelled long and 
end edges create the 
appearance of a genuine 
wood and tile floor

Quality Guarantee Guarantee period for  
home use 10 years Lifetime Lifetime Lifetime 10 years Lifetime Lifetime

Guarantee period for 
commercial use 10 years 10 years 10 years 10 years 10 years

Wear class
Wear class for home use Wear class 23 Wear class 23 Wear class 23 Wear class 23 Wear class 23 Wear class 23 Wear class 23

Wear class for  
commercial use Wear class 31 Wear class 33 Wear class 33 Wear class 33 Wear class 31 Wear class 33 Wear class 33

Wear class for industrial use Wear class 42 Wear class 42 Wear class 42 Wear class 42 Wear class 42

Techno-
logy

Format (1,2) 1207 × 216 mm 
(4)    2200 × 216 mm 1207 × 216 mm 903 × 395 mm 2200 × 216 mm (1,2) 1209 × 219 mm 

(3)      598 × 294 mm 1209 × 219 mm 904 × 396 mm

Plank thickness 9.4 mm 9.6 mm 9.6 mm 9.6 mm 4.3 mm 5 mm 5 mm

Vinyl layer including wear layer 1.8 mm 2 mm 2 mm 2 mm 4.3 mm 5 mm 5 mm

Wear layer 0.3 mm 0.55 mm 0.55 mm 0.55 mm 0.3 mm 0.55 mm 0.55 mm

Core board HDF core board HDF core board HDF core board HDF core board Vinyl Vinyl Vinyl

Swell 
protection Core board with increased 

swell protection

Suitable for 
damp rooms

Water-resistant and ideally 
suitable for the bathroom 
and kitchen

Antibacterial
Repellent effect against dirt 
and bacteria

Impact 
noise 
insulation

Integrated cork layer reinforces 
the already high impact noise 
insulation of vinyl flooring

Underfloor 
heating 
system

Suitable for installation on 
underfloor heating

Comfort-
Click

Click mechanism for simple, 
safe and exact fitting 
installation

Safe-
Lock®PRO

Click mechanism for simple, 
safe and exact fitting 
installation
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Overview

Assortment at a glance Vinyl with HDF core board Vinyl made of solid material
Basic Classic Trendtime Basic Classic Trendtime

Style Universal Classic, elegant Modern, fashion-conscious, design-oriented Universal Classic, elegant Modern, fashion-conscious, design-oriented

Assortment Basic 30 Classic 2030 Trendtime 5.30 Trendtime 6.30 Basic 4.3 Classic 2050 Trendtime 5.50

Look Decor variety 12 decors 12 decors 4 decors 3 decors 14 decors 12 decors 4 decors

Surfaces 2 textures 5 textures 1 texture 1 texture 3 textures 4 textures 1 texture

Plank look 1 Wide plank
2 Individual plank look
3 Tile
4 Chateau plank
5 Oversize tile

 

Groove 
pattern

All-round bevelled long and 
end edges create the 
appearance of a genuine 
wood and tile floor

Quality Guarantee Guarantee period for  
home use 10 years Lifetime Lifetime Lifetime 10 years Lifetime Lifetime

Guarantee period for 
commercial use 10 years 10 years 10 years 10 years 10 years

Wear class
Wear class for home use Wear class 23 Wear class 23 Wear class 23 Wear class 23 Wear class 23 Wear class 23 Wear class 23

Wear class for  
commercial use Wear class 31 Wear class 33 Wear class 33 Wear class 33 Wear class 31 Wear class 33 Wear class 33

Wear class for industrial use Wear class 42 Wear class 42 Wear class 42 Wear class 42 Wear class 42

Techno-
logy

Format (1,2) 1207 × 216 mm 
(4)    2200 × 216 mm 1207 × 216 mm 903 × 395 mm 2200 × 216 mm (1,2) 1209 × 219 mm 

(3)      598 × 294 mm 1209 × 219 mm 904 × 396 mm

Plank thickness 9.4 mm 9.6 mm 9.6 mm 9.6 mm 4.3 mm 5 mm 5 mm

Vinyl layer including wear layer 1.8 mm 2 mm 2 mm 2 mm 4.3 mm 5 mm 5 mm

Wear layer 0.3 mm 0.55 mm 0.55 mm 0.55 mm 0.3 mm 0.55 mm 0.55 mm

Core board HDF core board HDF core board HDF core board HDF core board Vinyl Vinyl Vinyl

Swell 
protection Core board with increased 

swell protection

Suitable for 
damp rooms

Water-resistant and ideally 
suitable for the bathroom 
and kitchen

Antibacterial
Repellent effect against dirt 
and bacteria

Impact 
noise 
insulation

Integrated cork layer reinforces 
the already high impact noise 
insulation of vinyl flooring

Underfloor 
heating 
system

Suitable for installation on 
underfloor heating

Comfort-
Click

Click mechanism for simple, 
safe and exact fitting 
installation

Safe-
Lock®PRO

Click mechanism for simple, 
safe and exact fitting 
installation
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Parador Vinyl flooring

Modern, flexible and comfortable: this is how vinyl floors with integrated impact noise 
insulation present themselves. With planks of up to 9.6 mm thick, Parador vinyl with an 
HDF core board is also very much fit for everyday use, robust and easy to clean and 
compensates for slight uneven patches in the subfloor. The floor is suitable for laying on 
underfloor heating systems and, with the improved, patented Safe-Lock® PRO click 
mechanism, can be installed quickly, easily and safely.

Vinyl with HDF core board
Function and technology
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Function and technology

Step 1: Place on the green dot
Step 2: Push into the connection

Cork layer for impact noise insulation
Besides the vinyl itself, an additional 
cork layer provides impact noise 
insulation and, due to the improved 
room acoustics, contributes to a 
higher level of comfort in the home.

Printed vinyl decor layer
The high quality, brilliant decor print 
authentically implements the  
elaborately reproduced design 
developments, which are mostly 
produced in-house.

High quality, special
swell-resistant HDF core board
The highly compressed core board 
(HDF = high compressed fibreboard) 
provides high stability against falling 
objects and minimises elongation of 
the material caused by climate 
fluctuations.

Transparent vinyl wear layer
The transparent vinyl wear layer fulfils 
two tasks: on the one hand it ensures 
the floor covering is abrasion resistant 
and on the other it is embossed with 
the respective texture for a tangible 
experience. The thickness of this wear 
layer determines the wear class of the 
floor.

Safe-Lock® PRO
The improved, patented click  
mechanism, Safe-Lock® PRO, is milled 
directly in the core board and is 
characterised by several benefits:
 › high fitting accuracy for invisible 
plank transitions and totally even 
surfaces 

 › extremely high connection stability 
for permanent fitting accuracy 

 › precisely, safely and quickly installed
 › effortless handling: Marks on the 
click connection specify the starting 
points for inserting the planks

Vinyl support layer
The vinyl support layer guarantees high 
dimensional stability and minimises 
elongation of the material caused by 
climate fluctuations. 

Transparent, durable UV coating
The transparent surface sealant is 
antibacterial and easy to clean. It 
increases the durability of the vinyl 
floor.
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Parador Vinyl flooring

Whether for the home or the commercial sector: vinyl floors made of solid material are 
the ideal choice when it is a matter of high standards and heavy duty use. The floor's 
major plus point is its resistance to water, which makes it particularly recommended for 
use in the bathroom and kitchen. Over and above this, vinyl made of solid material is 
thoroughly renovation-friendly due to its thickness. Like its counterpart with an HDF core 
board, it is suitable for laying on underfloor heating systems and can be easily and ef-
fortlessly installed thanks to the effective click system.

Vinyl made of solid material
Function and technology
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Step 1: pivot end edge into place
Step 2: pivot long edge into place

Function and technology

Transparent vinyl wear layer
The transparent vinyl wear layer fulfils 
two tasks: on the one hand it ensures 
the floor covering is abrasion resistant 
and on the other it is embossed with 
the respective texture for a tangible 
experience. The thickness of this wear 
layer determines the wear class of the 
floor.

Printed vinyl decor layer
The high quality, brilliant decor print 
authentically implements the  
elaborately reproduced design 
developments, which are mostly 
produced in-house.

Comfort-Click system
The patented Comfort-Click system is 
milled directly in the vinyl core board 
and is characterised by several 
benefits:
 › high pull-out resistance prevents 
unwanted gaps forming

 › high connection stability for  
permanent fitting accuracy

 › precisely, safely and quickly  
installed

Vinyl support layer with built-in 
stabilisation layer
The vinyl support layer with built-in 
stabilisation layer made of high quality 
glass fibre guarantees high dimension-
al stability and minimises elongation of 
the material caused by climate fluctua-
tions. As the floor also fully manages 
without any wood in the support layer, 
vinyl made of solid material is suitable 
for damp areas and can thus be used 
throughout the home.

Transparent, durable UV coating
The transparent surface sealant is 
antibacterial and easy to clean. It 
increases the durability of the vinyl 
floor.
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Oak Skyline pearl-grey
wood texture

Trendtime 6.30
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Parador Vinyl flooring

Further information:

FAQsAccessoriesSkirtingsUnderlaysTechnologyQualityLook

Accessories
For the right care and  
reliable processing
The special surface coating on Parador 
vinyl floors has a repellent effect 
against dirt and bacteria. Vinyl floors 
are easy to clean with a vacuum 
cleaner or damp cloth, meaning that 
they are perfectly suitable for house-
holds with children, allergy sufferers 
and pets.

In case of more stubborn dirt and 
marks, Parador recommends care 
products specially suited to the floor 
covering, such as PU cleaner. 

Suitable tools, installation aids, 
adhesives and sealants make  
maintenance and processing easier. 
This comprehensive all-round carefree 
package ensures lasting value and 
satisfaction with the floor.

Underlays
Feel good  
underfoot
Parador offers the optimal solutions 
for every application. Parador under-
lays compensate for slight uneven 
patches in the floor, with high com-
pressive strength at the same time. 
With an integrated vapour barrier, the 
right underlay ensures the necessary 
moisture protection on mineral 
subfloors. 

For vinyl made of solid material, Parador 
recommends underlays from the 
Akustik-Protect range. These are 
specially developed for floating installa-
tions. The high-tech acoustic mats offer 
ambient noise and impact noise 
insulation and thus increase the "quiet" 
feel-good factor. All underlays from the 
Parador range are suitable for vinyl 
floors with an HDF core board. Whether 
in a new build or when renovation, 
whether it is a high-tech solution or 
purely natural product made of wood 
fibres: Parador underlays perfectly bring 
out the quality of the floor covering.

Skirtings
For the perfect  
finish
Parador stocks a wide range of 
matching skirtings for every vinyl 
decor. Alternatively, the colours 
stainless steel, white and black allow 
you to make a conscious statement 
and create an individual design.

 › Decor profiles with high quality  
MDF core

 › Suitable for damp rooms
 › Torsion-free
 › Concealed cable routing
 › Fully encased at edges
 › Excellent surface quality

The mouldings are easy to fasten and 
assemble using the practical clip 
technology. End caps and transition 
caps plus interior and exterior corners 
in various looks round off the Parador 
range.

Those who are looking for longevity from their Parador vinyl floor opt for quality every 
time. As a system supplier, Parador stocks the accessories, exactly coordinated with 
each other, for installation and value retention: from skirtings, clips and end caps, 
through to underlays and care products, Parador offers quality from one source:  
perfection – thought through to the end.

Accessories 
Beauty with system
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Accessories

Skirting SL 18
Moulding clip red

Straight lined,  
sleek for elegant,  
modern ambience

Skirtings overview
Profiles and decors in many types

Skirting SL 3
Moulding clip orange

Straight lined,  
sleek for elegant,  
modern ambience

Hamburg skirting HL 3
Moulding clip green

Accentuated,  
elegant finish for  
stylish ambience

Hamburg skirting HL 2
Moulding clip green

Accentuated,  
elegant finish for  
stylish ambience

Hamburg skirting HL 1
Moulding clip green

Accentuated,  
elegant finish for  
stylish ambience
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SustainabilityParador

PEFC™certification
PEFC™ is a global organisation with the 
aim of establishing sustainable forestry 
worldwide. Every product that bears 
the PEFC™ label, comes from a certified 
product chain, in which the forestry 
management, including the transport 
of the wood to the forest road, is 
featured.

As a traditional wood processing company, we have a particular awareness for our 
environment. For us at Parador, living with a certain quality standard goes hand in 
hand with the responsibility to conserve the planet for future generations. This includes 
handling our resources sustainably – by means of active reforestation. Every product 
made of wood makes an active contribution towards climate protection. As the only 
easily reproducible systems, trees break down CO2 the greenhouse gas responsible for 
climate warming, into oxygen and carbon. 
As carbon reservoirs essential for the survival of the planet, people will increasingly  
become conscious of using wood products, especially in the area of building and  
renovation. Products made of wood and wood-based materials are sustainable and 
help to secure the future of the next generations.

Setting standards
Practising responsibility

FSC®certification
Wood products that come from 
forests managed in an exemplary 
manner are awarded this trademark. 
For this purpose, the Forest Steward-
ship Council (FSC®) sets strict  
environmental requirements world-
wide as well as high social and 
economic standards. Parador takes 
this path voluntarily out of conviction.



Parador Vinyl flooring

As an internationally operating company, we are aware of our social responsibility.  
We have been committed to the Plant-for-the-Planet foundation since 2011.
Children from all over the world have come together to form a network under the  
umbrella of the student initiative – with the aim of ending the climate crisis. Their way  
of achieving this: acting immediately, because tough talks do not stop the glaciers and 
rain forests from disappearing. Instead, Plant-for-the-Planet is planting trees as a sign of 
climate justice – until a billion new trees are planted worldwide by 2020. 
As a wood processing company, active reforestation in particular is an important  
element of our social responsibility. We support the initiative with tree-planting  
campaigns, children's academies and numerous other events. And with great success:  
we have trained 378 children to be climate ambassadors and planted 107,587 trees.

Starting with production, we set standards with our innovative floors and panels across 
their entire life cycle. We thus develop and produce solely at our sites in Germany and 
Austria. Our focus is on environmentally-friendly manufacturing with natural materials. 
We get our main raw material, wood, from predominantly sustainably managed for-
ests. We are therefore able to supply real wood that comes solely from monitored 
sources of supply. The environmental standards defined by us apply along the entire 
value creation chain, starting with our suppliers.

Responsibility
in society

Responsibility 
in production



Sustainability

Production in Germany  
and Austria

Packaging made from  
recycled paper

Short transport routes

Reforestation

Eco-friendly manufacture  
with natural materials

Parador production facilities

Production cycle

Our work is characterised by the way we conserve resources. We prevent emission and feed recyclable materials back into 
the production cycle. Whilst the use of predominantly domestic timbers in the manufacture of engineered wood guarantees 
short transport routes, the support material of our other floors and panels consists entirely of recyclable materials. 
The decor papers used on our laminate floors are composed of certified materials.
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